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Charles Darwin pioneered the concept that all living organisms could be linked together by a tree that pictures the process of their evolutionary development: The affinities of all the beings of the same class have sometimes been represented by a great tree. I believe this simile largely speaks the truth. The green and budding twigs may represent existing species; and those produced during each former year may represent the long succession of extinct species.1



The technical term for the evolutionary history of an organism is called a phylogeny.2 The Tree of Life Web Project (ToL) is a collaborative effort of biologists to generate a phylogenetic tree that shows the evolutionary connection for all living organisms.3 This quote from the Tree of Life website describes the controversy surrounding such a tree: 4



The rooting of the Tree of Life, and the relationships of the major lineages, are controversial.



Richard Hutton (Executive Producer of the PBS Evolution Series) noted that within the community of evolutionists there is an ongoing scientific debate about whether physical appearance (morphology) or genetic relationships should be used to classify evolutionary relationships. A Washington Post interview of Hutton describes the fierce fighting within the evolutionary community over this issue: Washington Post: What are some of the larger questions which are still unanswered by evolutionary theory? Richard Hutton: There are open questions and controversies, and the fights can be fierce. Just a few of them: … genes vs. morphology as indicators of relationships.5



It seems reasonable to conclude that organisms that are closely related will tend to have similar appearance. It also seems reasonable to conclude that organisms that are closely related will tend to have similar genes. These conclusions are consistent with this broad claim of the Fact of Evolution: Over a long period of time slowly changing genes can be used to trace a wide variety of organisms back to a single common ancestor. However, now that scientists have compared the genes of many different organisms, they have found that the phylogenic trees built from genetic comparisons are not consistent with the phylogenic trees built from physical characteristics. To make matters worse, in a book about Comparative Genomics, Eugene Koonin and Michael Galperin describe how phylogenic trees built from different genes often yield different trees: The disturbing signs appeared soon after the number of gene families available for phylogenetic analysis became substantial. The problem was that different genes often yielded different trees. … it was becoming increasingly clear that important evolutionary reality was lurking behind incompatible topologies.6



In order to understand the significance of these incompatibilities, it is necessary to have a basic knowledge about what is meant by the word gene. A gene is a stretch of DNA code that supplies the amino acid sequence for constructing a specific protein. Living cells share a nearly universal coding scheme called the genetic code.7 The genetic code is based on chemical letters. It has a similar function to the Morse code.
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In the Morse code, sequences of long and short pulses are used to denote alphabetic letters, where each letter is represented by a sequence of varying length pulses.8 Short pulses are called “dots” and long pulses are called “dashes.” A well know Morse code sequence is “dot-dot-dot, dash-dash-dash, dot-dot-dot” which spells out the distress signal “SOS” (NOTE: dot-dot-dot = ‘S’ and dash-dash-dash = ‘O’). In the genetic code, a set of four different chemical letters are used to construct a long DNA string (called the genome) that is unique to each living organism. The technical names for the four chemical letters are often abbreviated to A, G, C, or T.9 Each of the amino acids used in the construction of a protein is selected by a coded DNA sequence that is three chemical letters in length. Each triplet of chemical letters is called a codon.10 A chemical cousin of DNA (called RNA) acts as a middleman in the construction of proteins. Each time the chemical letter T is read from a DNA string, the chemical letter U is placed into an RNA string that is used to build the corresponding protein.11 But the principle of selecting each amino acid with a codon of 3 chemical letters is the same for both DNA and RNA. Because the genetic code uses no punctuation, finding the correct starting letter for a codon is critical. Otherwise, the cellular machinery used to construct proteins will generate completely different amino-acid sequences. This would be analogous to decoding a Morse-code stream of dots and dashes from a different starting point. The most likely result would be an unintelligible message. A message decoded from a shifted starting point would likely have no correlation to the intended message. However, many cases have been found where two different genes are specified with the same sequence of DNA-letters. In such cases, the starting codon for the second gene is shifted by one or two chemical letters.12 This would be similar to shifting the letters in an English sentence to make two valid sentences out of one. Shifting the letters in an English sentence would most likely result in a string of gibberish rather than a second valid sentence. To illustrate this concept, I picked a simple sentence from a common nursery rhyme. I then shifted the starting letter to the end of the sentence and kept the letter-count for each word identical: The cow jumped over the moon.



(This is a line from a common nursery rhyme.)13



Hec owj umpedo vert hem oont.



(The shifted sentence is complete gibberish.)



However, shifted genetic letters regularly produce useful genes rather than gibberish. This is described in a 2004 article published in Genome Research: There are numerous examples from the genomes of viruses, mitochondria, and chromosomes that adjacent genes can overlap, sharing at least one nucleotide. … Here we show that overlapping genes are a consistent feature (approximately one-third of all genes) across all microbial genomes sequenced to date ...14



A 2007 Genome Research article describes another surprising genetic fact – two different genes can be read at the same time in opposite directions.15 This would be similar to reading an English sentence backwards and getting an intelligent result. However, reading English sentences backwards usually produces gibberish. For example, reading “The cow jumped over the moon” backward produces this nonsensical sentence: The Fact of Evolution?
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Noom eht revo depmuj woc eht. While genes with partners read in the opposite direction are less common than shifted reading frames (16% to 84%), this still amounts to a significant number of genes read in reverse.16 For example, 16% of one third of sequenced genes means that a little over 5% of the sequenced genes have a partner read in the opposite direction. And as this title from a Cell article indicates, sometimes the partner genes have an unrelated function: Gene within a gene: nested Drosophila [fruit fly] genes encode unrelated proteins on opposite DNA strands.17



There are numerous puzzles involved in deciphering the world of genes. A recent Genome Research article has described how the findings of the Encode project are challenging the very definition of what a gene is.18 Table 1 of this article includes a long list of issues which complicate any simplistic analysis of genetic data.19 One of these complications is that genes are often split into multiple segments. The biological world is divided into organisms with two basic cell types. Cells without a nucleus are called Prokaryotes while those with a nucleus are called Eukaryotes.20 As this quote from Molecular Cell Biology (Lodish et al.) describes, split genes are very common in multi-cellular organisms (always eukaryotes), but they are rare in singlecelled organisms (whether prokaryotes or eukaryotes): In higher eukaryotes, DNA regions encoding proteins – that is, genes – lie amidst this expanse of nonfunctional DNA. In addition to the apparently nonfunctional DNA between genes, noncoding introns are common within genes of multicellular plants and animals. Introns are less common, but sometimes present, in single-celled eukaryotes and very rare in bacteria.21



The segments of a gene that are used to code for proteins are called exons and the intervening sequences are called introns. Figure 1.9 of Introduction to Genetic Analysis gives an example of exons and introns for a typical Eukaryotic gene.22 The question of why some genes have introns and others do not is a puzzling one. The puzzle this creates for evolutionists is described in this quote from Biochemistry (Berg et al.): Most genes of higher eukaryotes, such as birds and mammals, are split. Lower eukaryotes, such as yeast, have a much higher proportion of continuous genes. In prokaryotes, split genes are extremely rare. Have introns been inserted into genes in the evolution of higher organisms? Or have introns been removed from genes to form the streamlined genomes of prokaryotes and simple eukaryotes? Comparisons of the DNA sequences of genes encoding proteins that are highly conserved in evolution suggest that introns were present in ancestral genes and were lost in the evolution of organisms that have become optimized for very rapid growth, such as prokaryotes. The positions of introns in some genes are at least 1 billion years old.23



The term “highly conserved” is derived from genetic comparisons between multiple organisms. Genes that appear similar in many organisms are classified as highly conserved. The similarity of the DNA sequence of exons in many genes suggests that these sequences were present from a very early age (assuming they have a common evolutionary ancestry). The same is true for the positions where introns are located.
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The conservation of exon sequences and intron locations in so many organisms is similar to the sudden appearance and the relative stasis that dominates the fossil record. If these genetic structures suddenly appeared in an alleged common ancestor of ancient origin, and they haven’t changed much since that time, then this evidence cannot confirm that they were created b y a long period of slow evolutionary improvement. In fact, this evidence seems reasonably consistent with the concept of an Intelligent Designer creating a set of typical genes for a wide variety of organisms. The different sequences of some genes might be due to set of organism-specific optimizations. Other sequence differences might be due to genetic drift – i.e., the result of a set of random mutations that have been functionally neutral (relatively speaking). Such neutral mutations may be analogous to the minor wear and tear issues that cars develop over the course of their life span. Accumulating statistics on rust spots and weird knocking sounds in used cars won’t lead to understanding very much about the process used to manufacture cars. Similarly, accumulating statistics of genetic differences may not lead to understanding very much about the origin of living organisms. Early theories were that exon sequences comprised the only useful section of DNA. This was a common deduction because exon sequences seemed to be highly conserved while introns sequences seemed to show a lot of variability. Consequently, introns were often classified as Junk-DNA because changes to them didn’t seem to matter. This position is put forth in this quote from Molecular Cell Biology (Lodish et al.): Sequencing of the same protein-coding gene in a variety of eukaryotic species has shown that evolutionary pressure selects for maintenance of relatively similar sequences in the coding regions, or exons. In contrast, wide sequence variation, even including total loss, occurs among introns, suggesting that most of the sequence of introns is nonfunctional.24



However, other potential explanations are possible. Perhaps intron sections are dissimilar because different organisms require different intron sequences to perform different functions. After all, if genes are highly similar in so many organisms, then something has to be causing the massive differences between organisms. Although genetic knowledge has increased drastically, there are still very many unknowns. Generating fixed rules about what is (or is not) genetic junk is not easy to do. For example, sometimes intron sections for one gene contain exon sections for another gene. A quote from a 1987 Genetics article describes this genetic fact: [A fruit fly] intron was discovered to have a gene entirely within it.25



The same article describes how introns allow multiple protein products to share the same segments of genetic code.26 Such code sharing could be described as a biochemical cut-and-paste, where the same DNA segments are combined in different ways to make different proteins that perform different functions. Another quote from this article describes how even non-coding segments of introns may have a use: Remarkably, there are 24 different highly conserved noncoding segments within the intron … It seems likely that at least some of the conserved noncoding regions are involved in specifying the high level developmental expression of the cuticle gene.27
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The concept behind this quote is that the introns contain logic that controls when each protein product will be manufactured (a process called gene expression). In a multicellular organism, not all types of tissue build the same set of proteins. Even though all the cells in a multi-cellular organism contain essentially the same set of DNA, each cell manufactures a different set of proteins to perform functions that are unique to each cell. Nested genes are not unique to fruit flies. A 2005 article from Genomics describes how 373 nested genes have been found in the human genome.28 A large portion of the nested genes were expressed in different tissues, so their overlap doesn’t create a problem with manufacturing the right protein at the right time.29 The wide variety of overlapping genes in the biological worlds suggests that this phenomenon is not coincidental. The basic theory of genetic comparisons is that “genetic coincidences” are not coincidental. Thus, Evolutionists tend to see all common features of genetic information as conclusive proof for the Fact of Evolution. This quote from Eugene Koonin and Michael Galperin’s book about Comparative Genomics describes this line of reasoning: One of the most striking features of life on this planet is the surprising unity of the molecular framework of all living things. A human being, amoeba, E. coli, and … [other organisms] may not look like close relatives, but they share highly conserved regions in numerous proteins, particularly those involved in information processing (transcription and translation), and many structural features of key macromolecular assemblies, such as the RNA polymerase, the ribosome, and the plasma membrane. And, of course, minimal variations notwithstanding, they all use the same genetic code to translate information stored in their genomes into proteins. All these common features leave no reasonable doubt that all life forms known to us have evolved from a single common ancestor, which we will call the Last Universal Common Ancestor … 30



Beauty is said to be “in the eye of the beholder.”31 If one is willing to consider the possibility of an Intelligent Designer, a common genetic code and similarities in DNA sequences are not conclusive proof for the Fact of Evolution. There is no good reason that an Intelligent Designer would not take advantage of using common building blocks to perform similar biochemical functions. Even if one accepts the argument that genetic similarities imply an evolutionary relationship, genetic comparisons can never explain many perplexing biological problems. For example, this quote from Molecular Cell Biology (Lodish et al.) describes how vital a functioning ribosome is to the cellular process for manufacturing proteins: If the many components that participate in translating mRNA had to interact in free solution, the likelihood of simultaneous collisions occurring would be so low that the rate of amino acid polymerization would be very slow. The efficiency of translation is greatly increased by the … most abundant RNA-protein complex in the cell – the ribosome. This two-part machine directs the elongation of a polypeptide at a rate of three to five amino acids added per second. Small proteins of 100–200 amino acids are therefore made in a minute or less. On the other hand, it takes 2 to 3 hours to make the largest known protein, titin, which is found in muscle and contains 30,000 amino acid residues. The machine that accomplishes this task must be precise and persistent.32
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Ribosomes are complicated biochemical machines built with over 50 different proteins and two different RNA molecules.33 Both the RNA building blocks are complex themselves – each is thousands of DNA letters in length.34 If ribosomes are needed to make protein formation possible, and proteins are needed to form ribosomes, which came first: the proteins used to make ribosomes or the ribosomes used to make proteins? Chapter 8 discussed the lack of evolutionary answers for the chicken and egg paradox of the first ribosome. This is just one of many unsolved paradoxes in the complex world of cells. Cells functions through a large set of interacting biochemical machines of enormous complexity. Genetic comparisons seek to prove an Evolutionary origin for such complexity. But can they ever accomplish this task? Genetic comparisons are like comparing the biochemical nuts and bolts used to construct these complex machines. But complex machines involve a layer of complexity that goes far beyond the complexity of the nuts and bolts used to build them. Because the enormous complexity of biochemical systems is hard to grasp for a non-technical person, I will illustrate this concept with an example from the non-biochemical world. Imagine, for example, that you came across a number of large piles of building material. Each pile had a complex mixture of wooden boards, concrete blocks, and bricks of various sizes and shapes. Each pile also contained an abundance of fastening materials: nails and screws, nuts and bolts, sand and mortar. Could you compare these building blocks to determine what structure they would be used to build? You could not. Complex constructions involve much more than the parts that are used to build them. A large part of the complexity involves the scheme for putting the parts together. You simply can’t deduce what type of structure will be built by comparing building blocks. This is true regardless of the type of building blocks being examined. The same principle applies to wood and concrete, to transistors and logic gates, and to proteins. Comparing piles of build materials provides insufficient information to determine what structure they will be used to build and how the parts will interact with each other. Neither can comparing piles of building materials determine the origin of the plan for putting them together. One can examine a pile of building materials and make assumptions about function and origin. But assumptions are not the same as facts. For a long time, the conventional thinking of evolutionists was that genetic data comparisons would prove the Tree of Life (TOL) envisioned by Darwin. However, rather than proving the fact of a slow and steady path of evolution, genetic comparisons have pretty much demolished this concept. This quote from Darwinian evolution in the light of genomics by Eugene V. Koonin summarizes this destruction: Evolutionary genomics effectively demolished the straightforward concept of the TOL …35



The work of Gould and Eldredge (and other paleontologists) has pretty much demolished the evolutionary concept of a long history of slow and steady fossil transitions, as envisioned by Darwin.36 Similarly, recent genetic comparisons have pretty much demolished the evolutionary concept of gradualistic progress through a long history of small genetic changes, as was once envisioned by Neo-Darwinists.
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If Evolution is true, the modern genetic theory is that much of it happened by exchanging large chunks of genetic information between different species. This phenomenon is known as HGT – or Horizontal Gene Transfer. The concept of HGT is that species can exchange genes to acquire new characteristics, eliminating the need for a long and slow process of Darwinian development, as described by this Koonin quote: Even long before the genomic era, microbiologists realized that bacteria had the capacity to exchange genetic information via HGT, in some cases, producing outcomes of major importance, such as antibiotic resistance. … HGT was generally viewed as a minor phenomenon that is important only under special circumstances and, in any case, was not considered to jeopardize the concept of the TOL …. This fundamental belief was challenged by early results of genome comparisons of bacteria and archaea which indicated that, at least, in some prokaryotic genomes, a major fraction of genes were acquired via demonstrable HGT.37



It is worth taking a step back and looking at the demise of two fundamental dogmas of Darwinism that were promoted as scientific facts for many years: Dogma 1: Species evolved through a long and gradual path of change. The evolutionary world was very slow to admit the collapse of this dogma, because as Gould and Eldredge put it: “All observation is colored by theory and expectation” and “a priori theorems often determine the results of empirical studies before the first shred of empirical evidence is collected.”38 Dogma 2: Species evolved through a slow and steady path of small genetic mutations. The evolutionary dogma of a simple tree of life was also very slow to collapse. In The Blind Watchmaker, Richard Dawkins provides a great description of the fierce fights between advocates for different classification methods.39 Gould went as far as to suggest that taxonomy should be labeled “names and nastiness” because of the sharp differences of opinion.40 As Richard Hutton has described, there have been fierce fights in the evolutionary community over these two dogmas.41 The exact role of “punctuated equilibrium vs. moreor-less steady change” is still a subject of heated debate (although Gould and Eldredge’s theory is now dominant). Likewise, selecting the best classification method (“genes or morphology”) for generating a Tree of Life (TOL) is still a highly contentious issue. This quote from Cornelius Hunter’s Darwin’s Proof gives one example of the massive inconsistencies that arise when attempting to build a consistent Tree of Life using genetic comparisons: In addition to conflicting with phylogenies based on visible features, molecular phylogenies are also sometimes internally inconsistent. For instance, a study of 188 different genes from five different light-harvesting bacteria, each from a different phyla [a phyla is the second from the top level in Linnaeus’s hierarchical classification scheme42], showed dramatic inconsistencies. Instead of the 188 genes pointing to a particular phylogeny they showed no strong preference. In fact, every conceivable phylogeny found support amongst the 188 genes. One could argue for completely different evolutionary histories depending on which genes were selected – the different design features did not converge to the same phylogeny.43
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The abundance of genetic evidence gathered in the last 50 years has revealed anything but the simple TOL envisioned by Darwin. However, jumping to quick conclusions and glossing over contrary evidence is common among advocates for the Fact of Evolution. For example, this quote from Science and Creationism: A View from the National Academy of Sciences imply a conflict-free TOL that simply does not exist: Even more significantly, the differences between sequences from different organisms could be used to construct a family tree of hemoglobin and myoglobin variation among organisms. This tree agreed completely with observations derived from paleontology and anatomy about the 44 common descent of the corresponding organisms.



It is true that a comparison of the amino-acids sequences for some common proteins will generate a classification tree with a clear division into a number of basic groups (fish, amphibians, mammals, etc.). It is also true that these basic categories are consistent with the basic body structure (anatomy and morphology) of the organisms in each group. But these two observations alone do not prove the Fact of Evolution. In Evolution: Theory in Crisis, Michael Denton provides a detailed discussion of this topic.45 Denton points out that it has long been known that biological life forms can be grouped into a number of unique hierarchical groups, with the member of each group sharing similar physical characteristics. These hierarchical groups follow the basic outline of Linneaus’s Pre-Evolutionary classification scheme.46 It is not surprising that hierarchical groups share similar genes because it is indisputable that genetic information drives the physical construction of life forms. What Denton finds surprising is that genetic comparisons have revealed that a widely diverse set of life forms consistently have the following relationships: 1. Within each group, all members seem to be genetically equidistant with any member of another group (given some small margin of error). For example, in the group of vertebrate animals, a horse, rabbit, chicken, turtle and bullfrog are all genetically equidistant from a carp (given some small margin of error).47 2. All groups seem to be genetically equidistant with all other groups. For example, mammals, birds, insects and yeasts are all genetically equidistant from bacteria (again, given some small margin of error).48 Denton points out that the extreme consistency of genetic equidistance leaves no trace of genetic intermediates anywhere in the biological world. For example, when comparing genetic sequences for the protein Cytochrome-C, there are no intermediates between the bacterial version and the Cytochrome-C of any other life form.49 Like the missing transitional fossils, such evolutionary intermediates are purely conjectural. In order to explain the observation of genetic equidistance, Evolutionist’s have proposed the concept of a molecular clock.50 The idea behind the molecular clock is that each specific gene is mutating at a fixed rate of time in all species. Denton points out that the only way for evolutionary theory to explain the consistent observation of genetic equidistance is to classify the molecular clock hypothesis as a fact.51 However, Denton points out that evidence suggests that different organisms exhibit different mutation rates over time, rather than the constant rate of mutation for each gene
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that the molecular clock proposes.52 The general idea is that the mutation rate tracks the reproduction rate, which varies widely among different species. In Refuting Evolution 2, Jonathan Sarfati describes this problem: Another problem for evolutionists is how the molecular clock could have ticked so evenly in any given protein in so many different organisms (...). For this to work, there must be a constant mutation rate per unit time over most types of organism. But observations show that there is a constant mutation rate per generation, so it should be much faster for organisms with a fast generation time, such as bacteria, and much slower for elephants. In insects, generation times range from weeks in flies to many years in cicadas, and yet there is no evidence that flies are more diverged than cicadas. So evidence is against the theory that the observed patterns are due to mutations accumulating over time as life evolved.53



The molecular clock hypothesis is just one of many examples in which evolutionists have drawn broad conclusions based on an incomplete set of genetic data.54 Another example of this would be an assumption about the non-functionality of so-called pseudogenes. This quote from an Annual Review of Genetics (2003) article by Evgeniy S. Balakirev and Francisco J. Ayala indicates that this assumption was premature: Pseudogenes have been defined as nonfunctional sequences of genomic DNA originally derived from functional genes. … Rather, pseudogenes that have been suitably investigated often exhibit functional roles, such as gene expression, gene regulation, generation of genetic (antibody, antigenic, and other) diversity.55



Since pseudo-genes were discovered in the late 1970’s, Evolutionists have pointed to these presumed dead-DNA regions as providing proof of the Fact of Evolution. However, the latest research seems to show that the DNA regions containing pseudo-genes are anything but dead. For example, a 2006 Scientific American article states that more than half of human DNA regions with heavy activity are outside the region of known genes.56 Evolutionists have often assumed that similar pseudo-genes in different organisms provides convincing proof for common ancestry. This is described in a quote from a 1996 article by Carl Wieland (published in Creation ex nihilo Technical Journal): Pseudo-genes have been used as proof of common ancestry of humans and chimps as follows. Certain pseudo-genes are found in both humans and chimps. This, they argue, is powerful evidence that the genes were deactivated in some common ancestor, before the two lines diverged.57



Evolutionists believe that same set of pseudo-genes found in two species proves a shared common ancestor. However, Wieland points out that this line of reasoning runs into big problems when the following genetic evidence is considered: However, it should first be noted that there is no consistent pattern of pseudo-genes in humans, chimps and gorillas from which it could be argued that humans are closer to chimps than they are to gorillas. Some pseudogenes are shared by humans and chimps, not by gorillas, while others are shared by humans and gorillas, but not chimps. Thus there is no logical evolutionary picture here — if it is accepted that the human-chimp sharing is due to common ancestry, then the human-gorilla-but-not-chimp sharing has to be explained away as coincidental, or the other way around.58
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Evolutionists also cite the Gulo gene, which is used in the production of Vitamin-C, as another proof for common ancestry. A 2006 Scientific American article points out that the Gulo gene is intact in rats, but not intact in primates (such as humans, chimps and gorillas).59 Evolutionists suggest that primates lost a functioning Gulo gene after they diverged from the evolutionary line leading to rats. However, a paper published in the 2007 Journal of Creation by Royal Truman and Peter Borger points out a paradox with citing the Gulo-gene as proof for the common ancestry promoted by the Fact of Evolution.60 Guinea pigs are thought to have diverged from rats after primates diverged. However, guinea pigs seem to have a similar set of Gulo-gene mutations to the primate-line, as this quote indicates: Over half of the supposedly random mutations in the primate and guinea pig pseudogenes are in fact identical! Although the number of mutations found is small, when they did occur the same nucleotide resulted, and then these putative mutations tended not to change afterwards.61



Chapter 6 discussed the dangers associated with jumping to conclusions based on a limited amount of circumstantial evidence. Truman and Borger point out that if one isn’t biased by assuming a common evolutionary ancestor, valid functional reasons may be found to explain why different genetic sequences are observed in different organisms. This quote from Truman and Borger expresses their viewpoint: We believe a correct interpretation of the sequence data should focus on the functional purposes of various sequences of amino acids and nucleotides, independent of evolutionary speculations.62



One functional purpose of genetic sequences that everybody agrees on is that genes ultimately control the physical structure of an organism. However, the latest genetic research has revealed that a genetics-generated TOL’s are often inconsistent with TOL’s based on anatomical characteristics (contrary to what the above NAS quote implies). A 2006 New York Times article that quotes geneticist David Page confirms this: The last 20 years has been a never ending collision between the molecular evolutionists and the interpreters of the fossil record.63



Evolutionists freely admit that there has been a bitter dispute between scientists who argue for traditional evolutionary relationships based on physical similarities (morphology) and scientists who argue for genetic-based evolutionary relationships (cladistics).64 One example of this is the controversial exchanges that took place between geologist L.B Halstead and cladistics advocates in the journal Nature.65 An article by Evolutionists Steven D. Schafersman labeled this controversy as “Halstead versus the British Museum.”66 Although he attacks Halstead’s position, Schafersman describes the speculation involved in generating a Tree of Life from a set of cladistics data (the technical terms phylogeny and phylogram refer to a TOL): The difficulty of two people reaching the same phylogeny by examining the same data makes the construction of phylograms an exercise in authoritarianism.67



The differences found in conventional anatomical trees and modern genetic trees are so great that some scientists have questioned whether genetic data has actually disproved traditional Darwinian Theory rather than substantiating it. These quotes from G. Nelson The Fact of Evolution?
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and T. Platneck (two scientists at the American Museum of Natural History) reflect that position: Darwinism ... is, in short, a theory that has been put to the test and found false. [The] Darwinian theory of systematics . . . has been falsified.68



Recent genetic data is also calling into question the dates assumed for evolutionary transitions. A quote from a 2006 New York Times article by Nicholas Wade describes one instance of this conflict: The split between the human and chimpanzee lineages, a pivotal event in human evolution, 69 may have occurred millions of years later than fossil bones suggest …



As more details of genetic comparisons become available, apparent evolutionary absurdities are being identified. One example of this is the human, chimp, gorilla pseudogene paradox mentioned above. To explain away such absurdities, scientists are now suggesting human and chimps interbred long after the species were thought to diverge. This quote from a Washington Post article by David Brown describes this theory: According to the new theory, chimps and humans shared a common apelike ancestor much more recently than was thought. … Some members of the two groups seem to have interbred about 1.2 million years after they first diverged. … The evidence of ancestral chimp and human interbreeding emerged from comparing parts of their genomes to each other and to 70 those of gorillas, orangutans and macaques.



Instead of a quick speciation between apes and humans (as Gould and Eldredge’s theory of Punctuated Equilibrium would suggest), genetic data suggests a transition period of many millions of years. This is described in a MSNBC article by Bjorn Carey that quotes Nick Patterson of MIT’s Broad Institute: There are regions of the genome that don't appear to be much more than 5 million years old, and there are regions that appear to be 4 million years older than that. The ancestral time over which humans and chimpanzees speciated, where there's no more gene flow, covers 4 million years.71



Human and chimp interbreeding after a long period of separation, suggests that fossilcreatures promoted as ancestors to modern humans were in fact not ancestors to human beings. One example of such a mistaken human ancestor is the fossil of the so-called proto-man (Toumai). Toumai is now thought to be an evolutionary dead end, rather than a transitional species in a line of ancestors leading to modern humans.72 The concept of human and chimp interbreeding brings to mind a stereotypical human father who thinks a prospective son-in-law is not good enough for his beloved daughter. Such a father might even compare his son-in-law with a prehistoric ape-man. However, imagine how he would react to his daughter chose a real chimp for a mate. This quote from a Medical News Today article by Christian Nordqvist describes that concept: How the two emerging species, one walking upright while the other moved around on allfours, managed to view each other as attractive mates – is something we will probably never know.73
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The hypothetical creature that would result from a human-chimp mating is termed a Humanzee.74 A short video documentary from the Discovery Channel discusses the genetic reasons that make such a mating unlikely.75 James Williams, the narrator, closes with this summary: The bottom line: There is no evidence of any successful mating between humans and chimps and it is not likely that it will ever happen.76



Nevertheless, some human chimp trainers have promoted the human-like behavior of a chimp named Oliver.77 Oliver gained such notoriety that scientists decided to test his DNA.78 The DNA tests revealed that Oliver was not the human-chimp hybrid that some expected, but just a genetically normal chimp.79 Nevertheless, the evolutionary push to humanize apes is pretty strong. Many Evolutionists believe that human chromosome 2 is an evolutionary combination of two smaller ape chromosomes.80 However, according to an Answers in Genesis article by Jean Lightner, “The possibility of human chromosome 2 being the result of a fusion is not a problem for creationists.81 Nothing about the Genesis account indicates that a human chromosome couldn’t have fused after the original creation event. In fact, Evolutionists theorize that human chromosome 2 happened after the humanline split from the chimp-line. This means that Evolutionists believe that a fusion of chromosome 2 happened after humans were separated from chimps – making it unique to human beings. Biblical Creationists acknowledge the exact same possibility, since they believe chimps and humans have never shared a common ancestor. It is not surprising that chimps and humans share similar DNA. In Refuting Evolution 2, Jonathan Sarfati makes this argument: “we should expect the most similar creatures to have the most similar DNA.”82 Furthermore, this quote from a Creation.com article by David A. DeWitt indicates that citing genetic statistics about small percentage differences between human and chimp DNA doesn’t tell the whole story: [The] use of percentages obscures the magnitude of the differences. For example, 1.23% of the differences are single base pair substitutions … This doesn’t sound like much until you realize that it represents ~35 million mutations! But that is only the beginning, because there are an additional ~40–45 million bases present in humans and missing from chimps, as well as about the same number present in chimps that is absent from man. … [It] would take over 31,000 pages to list the 125 million base sequences that are different.83



I learned an important lesson about the danger in using statistics from my high school English teacher. Our class was discussing studies that indicate marijuana use may lead to other illegal drugs. In rebuttal, my teacher pointed out that, “nearly 100% of alcoholics start drinking with milk.” It is not that statistical studies provide useless pieces of information. But drawing broad conclusions from statistics can lead to serious errors. Physicist Ernest Rutherford said: “All science is either physics or stamp collecting.”84 Koonin and Galperin have acknowledged that comparative genomics is more like stamp collecting than it is like physics.85 Drawing broad conclusions from genetic data comparisons is a highly speculative process. Such speculative conclusions can never have the same scientific authority that the laws of physics have.
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Until scientists are able to accurately predict what effect changing a specific sequence will have on an organism, genetic conclusions will be purely speculative rather than empirical. I am not claiming that scientific speculation is a bad thing. But when scientific speculation is promoted with the same authority as empirical facts, science has become more like politics than physics. That is a bad thing.
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